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Vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan, who 
has been dubbed by experts to be “whiter than 
week-old mayonnaise”, shocked America last 
week with his announcement that he once dated 
a black woman back in 
college.
This statement is lead-
ing many to reevalu-
ate their opinions of  
Ryan and his views on 
minorities, since as we 
all know, having black 
friends and enacting 
legislation that furthers 
racial equality are both 
on the exact same level. 
“I used to think Paul 
Ryan was a racist,” one 
former detractor said, 
citing Ryan’s history of  
supporting policies that negatively impact low-
income African Americans as evidence, “but 
now that I know he dated a member of  a minor-
ity once, I realize he’s practically black himself.”

Some worry that this might lose Ryan the ultra-
conservative vote, because they’d definitely pre-
fer to elect a black Democrat over a Republican 
who dated a black person once. 

For some reason, though, not everyone is willing 
to accept that Paul Ryan isn’t bigoted just be-
cause he knows a member of  a minority group. 
“I’m not calling Ryan a racist,” says one such 

crackpot, “I’m just say-
ing it would really suck 
for minorities if  he was 
elected.” Of  course, 
these naysayers are few 
and have little credibil-
ity compared to those 
who recognize Ryan 
for the racial maverick 
that he is.
Encouraged by the 
positive reception to 
this revelation, the 
GOP campaign has 
decided to pursue the 
angle further, releasing 

exposes on presidential candidate Mitt Romney’s 
own dalliances with members of  other minority 
groups, such as that he went on a blind date with 
a Chinese woman, talks to the gay barista who 
works at his Starbucks on Tuesdays, and hires 
a Mexican immigrant to clean his pool when it 
gets too scummy.

Paul Ryan not a racist: “one of my ex-girlfriends is black”

During a speech last 
Sunday, Ann Romney 
offhandedly mentioned 
that if  her husband is 
elected president, she 
worries about his “men-
tal well-being”. 

Most press agents natu-
rally assumed Mrs. Rom-
ney was worried that the 
high-stakes job of  sign-
ing laws, kissing babies, 
and occasionally de-
claring war on Pakistan 
would drive the already 
weird Mitt Romney to a level of  madness 
only seen in mental asylums or the Gates 
3000 cluster. However, we must also consid-
er that since Romney is a Mormon, when he 
gets stressed he causes the heads of  nearby 
non-Mormons to explode. He then hulks 
out and rampages around Massachusetts 
spreading violence, chaos, and the good 
word of  Joseph Smith.

“I’m sure that if  none of  those nasty con-
gressmen pick on him, and if  we all pool 
together to tell Mitt how much we love him, 

then he’ll be sure to fix 
the economy in no time,” 
Ann promised. “We were 
all worried when the oth-
er Republican candidates 
were picking on him, but 
now Mitt and Paul Ryan 
are best friends and hav-
ing all sorts of  wacky ad-
ventures.” 

The adventures of  Mitt 
and Paul will also be 
broadcast as a new half-
hour hit TV show on 
Fox News, starting with 

“Mitt and Paul’s 47% Funtime”, in which 
they convince poor people that it’s cool to 
pay taxes  through the magic of  song and 
dance. To make room for the show on pri-
metime, Fox is cancelling the newest season 
of  Arrested Development. In unrelated 
news, CMU students seem to be crying un-
controllably for unexplained reasons.

VOTE ROMNEY 2012!

Romney to Become Nation’s First Hermetic President 

Jesus II: Return of the 
Jesus

A 30-year-old man was born this past 
weekend to 23-year-old Susan Ander-
son from Texas. According to her hus-
band, after the baby was delivered, the
proud father went to the maternity 
ward see his son only to find a long-
haired, bearded man climbing out of  
the bassinet.

“At first I was going to call the police,” 
Mr. Anderson said, “But then
the nurses told us he turned my wife’s 
angry tears into wine! We knew then
that he was the messiah back to save us 
all once again!”

A bald eagle flew to Jesus shortly after-
wards. The eagle, later named
Liberty, was carrying an American flag 
and draped it over his shoulder.
Jesus then wore the flag as a robe, and 
walked throughout the hospital
with Liberty on his shoulder sharing 
the good news, healing the sick, and
saving everyone in sight. By the end of  
the day, Jesus had 12 loyal followers on 
Twitter.

When readme asked Jesus what his 
plan was now that it was the Second
Coming, he declined to comment, as 
he was busy registering for the Repub-
lican Party. He intends to run for elec-
tion in 2016, though some may
call his birth certificate into question 
due to the rather unusual
circumstances.

Photo taken before Romney Had a Face

Hermetic or Hermit Crab?
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A school in Texas was recently forced to 
amend its policy on corporal punishment 
after an incident in which a male administra-
tor paddled and bruised two female students 
for mouthing off. Parents were, of  course, 
outraged, as only female administrators were 
allowed to paddle female students. They de-
manded the school apologize for its actions. 
But much like the phrases ‘gun control’, ‘re-
ligious tolerance’, and ‘Civil War’, the word 
‘apology’ is not one taught in Texas school 
systems. Instead the school changed its 
policy to allow opposite-sex beatings, citing 
a lack of  female administrators—or, really, 
any women whose jobs were not teaching 
home-economics or getting coffee for the 
menfolk—to punish female students.

The pleas of  the parents were not left ig-
nored, though. Now whenever a naughty 
schoolgirl is being punished by a male au-
thority figure, a female teacher must be in the 
room, watching everything the administrator 
does. readme thinks this  sounds suspiciously 
like a porno.

…not that readme knows anything about 
porno.

Some people refuse to be satisfied by these 
concessions. The mother of  one of  the pad-
dled students, for instance, stated that she 
would “rather have a female administrator 
punish her daughter, as their weak feminine 

arms are incapable of  actually hurting any-
one. The bruising caused by the male admin-
istrator was undeserved.”   The mother was 
also concerned about the effect this punish-
ment had on the male students, “What mes-
sage does it send those boys? That it’s okay 
to leave physical evidence when you hit a 
girl?”

For others, the problem lies in the very prac-
tice of  corporal punishment, especially when 
used as a substitute for other well-accepted 
penalties, like detention or suspension. Carn-
egie Mellon students, in particular, were 
outraged by this practice, asking why they 
couldn’t opt to get stabbed a little instead of  
failing a test, too. According to the Center 
for Effective Discipline, which readme can 
only assume is led by a hot blonde in tight 
leather with a sultry Russian accent, even 
most school districts in the nineteen states 
where corporal punishment is legal refuse to 
take part.

The school stands firm on its decision, 
though, hoping that people won’t use the sit-
uation as an opportunity to lampoon Texas 
even more than usual (readme: no fucks are 
given). “People are assuming a school district 
can do whatever it wants because of  this,” 
the superintendent told readme, while per-
forming his daily flogging of  the tardy stu-
dents. “That’s just not the case.”

Texas corporal punishment; “Way too lax before” 

Todd Akin, made infamous by his remarks 
a few weeks back about ‘legitimate rape’, 
came under fire once again for calling his 
senatorial opponent Senator McCaskill ‘less 
ladylike’ than she was four years ago. The 
GOP, who had earlier begun to back Akin 
again, citing the ‘legitimate rape’ incident as 
part of  his wacky charm, collectively face-
palmed when they heard his latest gaffe.
Akin, however, stands by his use of  the 
word. “I don’t see why I should have to 
apologize for this,” he said in response to 
the public outcry, “I wasn’t trying to insult 
my opponent. I only meant to imply that 
her assertive attitude made her less of  a 
woman.”

When asked to elaborate about this ‘unlady-
like’ attitude, Akin explained, “Senator Mc-
Caskill was, in my opinion, a model woman 
in the senatorial race six years ago. Why, she 
hardly even looked up from her darning the 
entire debate!” Now, he states, she’s been 
more ‘aggressive’ in her debates, as well as 
adopting unfeminine patterns of  speech and 
even dress.  “I mean, really,” Akin told re-
porters, “does her husband know she’s been 
cavorting about with her ankles exposed?”

Akin attributed this apparent change in 
McCaskill’s demeanor to the slightly-less-
apparent overwhelming success of  his 
senatorial campaign. “She’s feeling threat-
ened,” he confided, “Between you and me, 
I think the stress is giving the senator a case 
of  the vapors. Don’t repeat this around your 
sewing circle, ladies, but I’ve heard she’s 
even started wearing a brassiere instead of  
a corset!”

He finished up the interview with a state-
ment , announcing, “I have a feeling that 
1812 will be a good year for the Republi-
can Party. Wait, really? Two-thousand and 
twelve?” he asked when a reporter corrected 
him, going on to say, “Well, that does ex-
plain why everyone was so confused when I 
tried to add leeches to the healthcare bill. I 
feel like such a goof. I mean, duh.”
Akin apologized for any confusion his little 
blunder might have caused, and ended 
by saying, “And I’m especially sorry for 
the whole misogyny thing, folks. I hadn’t 
realized we were past that point. It won’t 
happen again.”

Akin Realizes It’s Not the 1800s, Apologizes for the Confusion

Homecoming for Kilt-
Wearers

This Homecoming Weekend, thousands 
of alumni will flock home to CMU with 
dirty laundry to be washed and looking for 
free food. President Cohon will be making 
rounds, ruffling hair, telling alumni how 
tall they’ve grown, and reminding them that 
they’re all family, so they better not be dat-
ing any other graduates. “You never call,” 
he guilt-tripped one ’09 graduate, “you nev-
er write, you never donate entire buildings.” 
Cohon also complained to several CS stu-
dents that they should eat more and told the 
entire class of 2009 to go become doctors or 
lawyers, leading to the new belief that Co-
hon may have turned into a Jewish mother. 

Céilidh weekend is a time for alumni to 
come back, reconnect with each other, and 
inspire current students. When asked if she’d 
found a job yet, one CFA ’05 graduate broke 
down into tears—of joy, we assume, at the 
excellent job prospects she’s had. However, 
this joyous reunion is not without risks. As 
expected by approximately everybody, the 
Gates 3000 cluster is now populated with 
every SCS student who graduated in the 
last 10 years, breaking several fire codes and 
producing a horrifying odor. Also, the in-
tense nerdiness emanating from the cluster 
reached dangerously high levels, causing 
several of the Tazza D’Oro hipster baris-
tas to spontaneously combust. They will be 
missed.

The spirit of Andrew Carnegie himself is 
expected to be the guest of honor, heralded 
by two dozen bagpipers, and the Loch Ness 
Monster (CFA ’37). 
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Also In This Issue....

Walk into the Sky Auditions

We told you so: get out of  CMU while you still can

Carneige’s heart discovered to be literally in the work

readme begs The Tartan to take it back, serenades at win-
dow, cries self  to sleep

What Your Kid Could Be 
If He/She Goes to CMU:

1. A creature that inhabits dark recesses of  
libraries and hisses at the foreign sight of  
daylight.
2. Depressed
3. The future Mrs. Scotty
4. Abnormal for only having 1 major and 
no minors
5. a Carnegie Mellon studen
6. A robot
7. A future unemployed person
8. Sleep-deprived
9. A firetruck 
10. Harry Potter’s Scottish friend
11. A stupid American
12. In debt.
13. A Dungeons and Dragons player
14. The cause of  the zombie apocalypse
15. A survivor of  the zombie apocalypse
16. Unathletic
17. A virgin
18. Sad and alone forever 
19. Prepared for real life
20. A Loyal Scot
21. A caffeine addict
22. Only a little less socially awkward
23. A contributor to readme!

SO  ON 
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This is the Offensive section because Fuck You.

Madonna jumped on the 2012 election as a 
chance to reinvigorate her career. At a re-
cent Washington, D.C. concert Madonna 
promised to strip if Obama is elected and 
told fans that, “We have a black Muslim in 
the White House! Now that’s some amaz-
ing shit.” She added that Obama was born 
in Africa and is definitely not a US citizen.

When informed that Obama is not, in fact, a 
Muslim, Madonna quickly backpedaled, as-
suring reporters that she was “being ironic”, 
as anyone can see that Obama is neither 
black nor a Muslim. Madonna insisted that 
she was mocking the people who could be-
lieve rumors such as the one that Obama 
wasn’t born in the US. That’s ridiculous, she 
explained, because Obama is clearly a Cylon 
and thus was never born at all. 

Madonna’s manager let slip that despite 
her public bravado, Madonna was quietly 
crushed to find out that Obama is a Chris-
tian. “I feel betrayed,” she said. Madonna 
complained to her manager that this is “not 
amazing shit”, but merely “pretty cool shit,” 
and asked if it was too late to find a different 
candidate.

Madonna’s announcement and promise 
to strip confirmed many people’s suspi-
cion that the entire election is a marketing 
scheme held to launch Madonna’s new strip-

per career. With so many worries about mat-
ters like healthcare and the rising shitstorm 
in the Middle East, voters have had too 
much on their minds to worry about choos-
ing a president; many reporters felt the 2012 
election would be canceled until a calmer 
time when voters would have time to “bitch 
about what church the candidates go to and 
what color their ties are.” But Madonna’s 
team jumped on the chance for an engaging 
marketing campaign where the target audi-
ence could interact by voting in the election. 
If Obama wins, Madonna’s stripper career 
will start. If Romney wins, she’ll be a drug 
dealer. 

Desperate to see the body of a middle-
aged woman, fans streamed to the voting 
booths saying they plan to camp out until 
election day and wanting to know who this 
black Muslim is. The streets around schools 
and community centers are clogged with 
fans waiting for Madonna and playing her 
new 2012 Campaign album, which features 
songs  such as “Like a Voter”, “True Blue” 
and “Don’t Cry for Me, Because I Have 
Healthcare.” 

A worried Romney campaign told voters it 
will meet the challenge and announced yes-
terday that if Romney wins, Dick Cheney 
will strip.

Over the last few days, federal regulators 
have been considering listing great white 
sharks as an endangered species deserving 
of  protection. No doubt you, the intelligent 
and stunningly attractive reader, have at least 
two questions. First, is the dwindling shark 
population due to Jaws? Answer: Yes, but 
those sharks were assholes and deserved it. 
Second, how the hell does the government 
know how many sharks there are? Usually we 
would just count the number of  shark-relat-
ed casualties, but that number keeps increas-
ing because beachgoers are fucking stupid 
(readme blames the public schools).
In order to count all the sharks in the ocean, 
scientists have begun tagging all the sharks 
they come across. The original system used 
graffiti-style tags, but that led to various shark 

gang wars, causing numerous casualties and a 
team-up album between 2Pac and Jaws called 
“Shark Life”. While the album went double 
platinum, there needed to be a better system. 
Eventually they switched from graffiti tags to 
fin tags that transmit information about what 
the shark is doing at that moment. The infor-
mation is all stored in some kind of  sciencey 
database, but the messages are also uploaded 
regularly to the shark’s Twitter account. Re-
cently Bruce posted “swimming around and 
eating fish with my shark homies, lol.”
Honestly, readme is not entirely clear why we 
need to be tracking sharks in the first place. 
To find out, readme contacted Dr. Science-
man of  the National Institute of  Science 
and Science-Byproducts (NISSB) for more 
info. The entirety of  his response was some 
weird mix of  biological concepts and fun-
ny-sounding terms that readme didn’t care 
about, but mostly boiling down to “sharks 
are fucking awesome.” The argument doesn’t 
make must sense, but he seems to get paid 
for it so good for him. Apparently if  you 
have a science-related degree you can get 
funded to do whatever crazy thing pops into 
your head, which is simultaneously awesome 
and horrifying. MCS people, we promise to 
stop making fun of  you now that we know 
you can get paid to play with sharks. CIT, get 
some sharks and we’ll talk.

Shark Tagging on the Rise

GOP Protests Ban on 
Making You Not Gay

Californian governor Jerry Brown 
recently passed a law banning the use 
of  therapeutic ‘gay cures’ on minors. 
Though gay rights advocates applaud the 
maneuver, the bill is under fire from the 
religious right, who assert that parents 
should have the legal right to ‘elective 
conversion’ for their children. “Whether 
or not a parent lets their child be gay is 
an inviolable personal choice,” they say, 
“as it involves their home life, personal 
opinions, and future grandkids.”

Others in this ‘pro-choice’ faction worry 
about the mental health risks that ban-
ning gay cures might have on at-risk 
groups. “Banning these cures won’t 
stop people from seeking them out,” 
they point out, “Do we really want to 
force our children to rely on the unsafe 
practices of  back-alley therapists?” They 
cite numerous examples of  mental health 
problems that arise from the use of  
unlicensed conversion therapy, first and 
foremost on the list being ‘still gay’. 

“And what about children who become 
gay after being raped?” conservatives ask, 
“Should they be forced to live with the 
result of  a choice they didn’t make?”

Though readme was not able to ask pro-
ponents of  the bill what they thought of  
these criticisms, we asked some members 
of  Planned Parenthood who happened 
to be walking by, who said, “Oh, holy 
shit, guys, get your own goddamn argu-
ments.”

Madonna Seeks Black African Muslim for Good Time
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This is the Velociraptor section, where we tell you how to die horribly.

Alcohol Amnesty
University Police and Carnegie Mellon EMS 
responded to Fairfax Apartments to treat an 
intoxicated male. The male was treated at the 
scene and then transported back to the local 
bar he stumbled out of.

Stupidity Amnesty
University Police and Carnegie Mellon EMS 
along with Pittsburgh Firefighters and a local 
crane operator responded to Walking to the 
Sky for an unidentified, unconscious male stu-
dent draped over the nearly horizontal body of 
“Woman with Briefcase” figure at the top of 
the sculpture. Regaining partial consciousness, 
the student was heard explaining his actions 
to responders, “I just thought she was playing 
hard to get. ‘Hard’ nothing, that bitch is rigid!”

Theft
University Police have been notified of the 
theft of all the money from all of the City’s 
New Parking machines from Frew Street. A 
note posted by the thieves stated it would be 
used to pay for tickets unfairly given to stu-
dents, faculty, and staff. Witnesses describe the 

suspects as, “A band of merry men (and one 
woman) all wearing tights and carrying bows 
and arrows.”

Vandalism Report
University Police were summoned to take a 
vandalism reports in the men’s restrooms of all 
the fraternities. Apparently, all the toilet seats 
were glued in the “down” position after a pre-
vious incident in a sorority where the seats were 
glued “up.”

Over-age Drinking Report
Reports of old farts crashing fraternity parties 
for the free beer and opportunity to mingle 
with co-eds has become a problem, students 
say. It started when an unnamed student’s 
mother insisted he bring his father to the frat 
party he was attending to make sure there was 
nothing immoral going on there. The man had 
such a great time, he never left and invited 
his friends along. The student, who had gone 
missing, was found cowering in the basement 
cluster at Hunt after a weeks-long manhunt. 
“I just couldn’t go back to the dorm with him 
there, so I’ve been living on campus, showering 
in the gym, sleeping in the stacks and trying 
to avoid everyone, I’m so embarrassed.”  Near 
death at the time paramedics found him, it was 
determined that they intervened just in the nick 
of time, as he very nearly almost actually died 
of embarrassment. The Student Health Cen-
ter wants to avoid tragedy in the future and is 
alerting other
students in the same that they don’t have to 
suffer in silence. “We can remove your parents 
safely and effectively, and nobody has to know. 
This can count as Stupidity Amnesty. Please 
come to us, we can help.”

Recently LOL cats stepped out in public to ask 
if  they can haz a break. A ridiculously tiny ball 
of  fluff, Mr. Kitty, paws-ed at a recent press con-
ference to tell his tail. He climbed up to the po-
dium and almost rolled off  in an adorably silly 
way that made reporters coo, but his doctors say 
it is a result of  a brain damage. Mr. Kitty revealed 
the harsh demands of  life as a LOL cat:  the rig-
orous photo shoots, the stress of  being laughed 
at across the internet, and the constant pressure 
to find new silly outfits to dress up in. He said he 

damaged his neck once after being required to 
wear a pancake on his head for hours.

Lady Fluffykins, an adorably clumsy Siamese, 
said the work is making her go grey. Reporters 
followed up on this, with hardball questions such 
as, “Who’s a cute widdle grey kitty with a stress 
ulcer? Yes you are! yes you are!”

 “Meow meow, mrrrr meow” Lady Fluffykins 
declared, which readme assumes means “If  you 
prick me, do I not bleed? If  you try to do work, 
do I not lay on top of  it?” The stress of  being a 
LOL cat has already shortened eight of her nine lives.

As more kitties flopped on the podium and 
struck whimsical poses, it became clear to re-
adme that the cats were suffering from neuroses 
and inner ear damage. Instead of  rushing one 
comically huge-eyed kitty to the hospital, readme 
snapped photos and posted them online.

LOL Cats Not LOL-ing

Campus Crime and Incident Reports

Late-Life Crisis

Are you a
 Student 

Org that has 
events?

Do you like 
FREE

 advertising?
YOU DO?!
GREAT 

SCOTTsman!
E-mail ikrislov@cmu.edu 
with your event information 

two Mondays before the 
week of your event. Include 
a description, the time, date, 
location, and cost. We will 

include it in this event listing 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! Be-
lieve it or not, people actu-
ally read this thing. I mean, 
you’re reading it, and you’re 

a people, right?



Events and Things On and Off Campus
Ballroom Dance Club Lessons
Mondays & Wednesdays, 8-11pm, Rangos Ballroom
With Salsa Tuesdays, 8-10pm, Morewood Activities 
Room
$5/Salsa lesson, $25/semester, 1st lesson free

Talk Back!
Radio show by WRCT
Tuesdays, 9pm, 88.3 FM or podcast at WRCT.org

Free Improv Comedy Workshops
With the No Parking Players improv troupe
Thursdays and Sundays, 8pm, PH A18B
No experience necessary!

AB Underground presents - Jeff  Miller
Thursday, October 4
8:00 - 9:30pm at The Underground

AB Lectures - Trans-Q TV Talk Show - Live Taping
Friday, October 5
2:00pm in Skibo Cafe

AB Special Events - Petting Zoo
Tuesday, October 9
1:00 - 5:00pm on the CFA Lawn

AB Skibo - Open Mic Night
Wednesday, October 10
7:30 - 9:30pm in Skibo Cafe

Cèilidh Weekend Kick-Off  BBQ
Thursday, October 4, 11 am-1:30 pm
The Fence

School of  Drama Production: “The Rivals”
Chosky Theater, Purnell Center for the Arts
Tickets may be purchased at www.drama.cmu.edu.
October 5 and 6 at 8 pm
October 7 at 2 & 8 pm

Scotch’n’Soda’s 5th Annual Charity Cabaret
Students w/CMU ID: $5; General Admission: $10. 
Tickets at www.snstheatre.org.
Friday, October 5, 8:30 pm, in UC Rangos

Carnegie Clan’s 9th Annual Chili Cook-Off
Saturday, October 6
12-2:30 pm, Wiegand Gym, UC

Carnegie Mellon Symphony Orchestra
Carnegie Music Hall, Oakland
Adults: $5; Senior Citizens: $4; students free w/ID
www.music.cmu.edu
Sunday, October 7 at 7:30 pm

For a full list of  Ceilidh Weekend events, go to:
http://www.cmu.edu/ceilidh/schedule.html

AB Films shows movies in UC McConomy most 
Thursdays through Sundays.

 Tickets are $1 with student ID, $3 without.

Smart People
Thursday, October 4
10 pm - UC McConomy 

Moonrise Kingdom
Thursday, October 11
8,10,pm  and 12 am Uc McConomy

Code 2600
Friday, October 12

Indie Game: The Movie
Saturday, October 13

WHERE CAN I GET MORE OF 
THESE FINE ARTICLES?

The next readme will be handed out on Friday 
Oct. 17th in front of Doherty, and can be picked 
up in the entrance of Doherty, Baker, Hunt, and 
the UC, and at Tazza D’Oro, Resnik, Skibo, the 

UC foodcourt, and Newell-Simon eatery.

HOW CAN I JOIN THIS 
FINE ORGANIzATION?

We meet at 6:30pm every Weds. at UC318G, 
or e-mail us at :

post+assocs.readme@andrew.cmu.
edu


